Welcome to the D’Angelo Law Library faculty newsletter. This issue focuses on transactional and tax law.

Practical Law Company

Practical Law Company, practicallaw.com, provides Practice Notes, standard documents, standard clauses and checklists for a wide range of transactions in corporations and securities law and finance, presented in a clean and intuitive interface. A great source for sample contracts of all kinds, PLC ably assists the student or researcher documenting transactions for the first time. It covers everything from choice of entity decisions to cross-border transactions. Password access available to Law students, staff and faculty; register on the website.

CCH IntelliConnect

CCH has redesigned its IntelliConnect interface. It is no longer necessary to enter your email address – clicking on CCH (see the Law Library Law Databases page) takes you directly to the opening page. The lefthand side of the screen lists all of the CCH Tax resources to permit browsing. There’s also a Google-type Search box at the top. Documents selected will open on the right side and can easily be saved, emailed or printed (to attached printer). CCH organizes explanation and coordinated information on individual topics; e.g., selecting an IRC section gives you the section plus tabs: IRC Regulations Annotations CCH Explanations Committee Reports Related Information - Federal Other Related Information for further information. CCH’s useful and comprehensive tax resources in an improved, more user-friendly interface – good news!

Note that we currently have access to a wide range of content beyond tax resources in CCH. These resources are available on a trial basis. Let us know if you find any particularly useful to your work, so we can take that into consideration in subscription decisions.

Training is available for either database; contact me if interested.

Forthcoming books
The December 2010 Forthcoming Books list is attached.

Enjoy!

Margaret